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1. Stay-at-home 

 

I want out. 

The words came out in one breath. Neatly plucked out 

from her solitary murmurs. A surprise to her internal ear. She 

instantly knew what they meant. Like a bang, only there was no 

explosion. She wants out. Doesn’t care if the rain lashes her skin, 

the wind pierces her body, the sun dazzles her eyes. Doesn’t care 

about what’s left to do, forms to fill in, dishes to clean, bills to pay, 

washing to hang, emails to write, crumbs to brush. Doesn’t care if 

time escapes her, it flows anyway, so ten minutes, half an hour, an 

hour even better. Doesn’t care for awaiting a delivery, a call, a visit, 

anything within the order of expectation, always liable to mollify 

into certainty or unnerve into disappointment. She wants out. She 

doesn’t need out, oh no, that would abuse language, deform 

judgement. She wants out. A decent assertion of her own volition. 

Modest, contained.  

It always happens when she’s sitting at her desk. Not the 

window’s fault, nor her work’s. Staring at the computer screen, 

cursor meandering between files like a fly trapped in a drained fish 

tank, finger on the touchpad, eyeballs on the chase, powerless, 

placid. The urge to go out. Doesn’t feel irresistible. She simply 

allows it to happen. Utters ‘I want out’. Limpid, definite. Maybe the 

formulation shapes the urge, the utterance legitimates it. In any 

case, it gouges out splinters of frailty, then snuffs out embers of 

hesitation. She lifts her eyes to the window, assesses what out feels 

like to delay the happening, just long enough so that irresistibility 

stays put. Switches off her laptop before standing up, her intention 
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clear, as pure as volition can be. Picks up her jacket. Ties her shoes. 

Unlocks the door. She’s out.  

A daily event infused with subjective puffiness. Of course, 

she’s overdoing it. Truth is, when something is that small, it needs 

air pumped in the bronchia. Priggish scraps of moral intentions. 

Deeply unsatisfying. 

 

She’d rather start from the beginning, invoke the simplest 

thing. Then pauses. Imagine if invoking the simplest thing adds to 

the confusion? Imagine if the simplest thing turns out to be the 

most complicated? Like starting from the beginning? 

The usual story. Under the impetus of confusion, when the 

words won’t come out to chisel clarity out of obscurity, that’s when 

she wants out. Embarks on a walk, enters a talk. Mumbles to 

herself, mostly. Turns blustery corners, faces blaring commotions, 

paces wet pavements, dodges uninterrupted traffic. Along with her 

environment like tango dancers, distinct yet together in one 

emphatic move. Not in relation to each other but as one expressive 

form, precision keeping their movement together, bound into a 

whole that makes sense. 

She feels the tarmac under her feet. The subtle asperities of 

the asphalt. Smooth on the eye, rough on the pulp of the finger. 

Neutral to the nose, once a viscous flow of sizzling tar. Not the 

tarmac of her childhood. The thick grain of a former world, long 

shadows, loose gravel encrusted in the fleshy ridge of her palms. 

Potholes where she lodged cat’s eye marbles, part won, part 

exchanged. Cast in the tarmac under her feet, her past runs into her 

present. Indifferent.   

She stares down until the wandering stops. Comes apart 

once again. She and her memory. That’s when doubts come 

tumbling in. Do I belong here? Am I dressed appropriately? What 

do I stand for anyway? She is not getting very far. All these 

nauseous, sugar-coated sensations. She knows where they come 

from. Hold on, maybe that’s the beginning.  
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It begins like this.  

Before she utters ‘I want out’, lifts her eyes to the window, 

switches off her laptop. Upstream from the engulfing urge to go 

out. It begins as she rummages through the leftovers of her 

education. Wanders in a trophy room of extinct epiphanies. Stuffed 

in dog-eared textbooks and the highlighted pages of essays, trapped 

in pencilled circles like ripples of skimming stones brushing the 

paper, stamped to the margins in endless arabesques of notes. 

Every single mark on the page, the undeniable key to it all, life, 

death, meaning, knowledge. Something bigger. That was some time 

ago. Pages have turned yellow, discarded in cupboards and 

cardboard boxes, forgotten in the memory of old laptops. Things 

only make sense once. She never returned to unfold the dog-ears, 

browse the highlighted snippets, stare in the eye of the circles, 

move along the arabesques of notes. She just lets the leftovers 

rumble in her, unnourishing and stale. ‘Get yourself a good 

education first’, her mother said, like every mother says since 

fathers have given up on words of wisdom, rubbing your cheek 

with her damp thumb to wipe off her proverbial lipstick, failing to 

mention that a good education will get in the way of a healthy 

appetite, or stringy morsels will remain stuck between your teeth. 

She’s still chewing on the leftovers when she claims that 

indifference stops with words. That they shed clarity where 

confusion once prevailed. Turns out indifference knows how to 

put up a good fight. Still, she perseveres. Endeavours to open her 

eyes, observe for real, seek clarity by making a lasting habit of 

finding the words, until meaning is done and indifference undone. 

Then she lifts her eyes to the window, switches off her laptop. She 

doesn’t know whether any of these leftovers are true. She’s made a 

speciality of not knowing, become rather proficient. One must 

excel where one labours wholeheartedly.  
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So goes the rummaging. Dizzying, disorientating. Residues 

pushing her in the back as she elbows her way through to the 

entrance hall.  

 

Stay-at-home doesn’t usually get good press. 

Unadventurous life, leisurely pursuits, apathy. The authority of 

stay-at-home orders, the nightmare of stay-at-home parents. The 

message would make anybody think twice or thrice about what 

going out implies, or what home means. She unpacks it like a child 

unwraps a box of chocolate at Christmas, palpitations in the belly, 

water rushing in the mouth.  

The entrance hall.  

Scraping marks along the blood orange walls, smears on 

the oak-framed mirror, rust at the base of the discoloured radiator, 

tenacious wafts of damp insoles, jumbles of keys dropped in a cork 

bowl, honeyed glow filtering through the glass panel in the door of 

the entrance hall. Serene, quaint, suspended. An entrance hall is to 

a walk what an airlock is to a dive, a kind of simultaneous rupture 

and continuity between two worlds with different pressure counts, 

both of which escape her as she stands here, in this lingering 

vacuum. Everything is caught in the space of this airlock, the sitting 

at her desk that came before, the standing outside that will come 

after, and all probabilities dried up into a powder of time, now 

vacuum-packed. Still home, but no longer still at home. 

She slips her feet into her boots, straighten her socks by 

pulling them up firmly, lifting her heels off the ground, then 

performs the long-learned, liturgical, uninterrupted gestures that tie 

her laces into a neat bow. Not the original laces, those belong to an 

old pair of hillwalking boots, washed-out grey and earthy red cords 

twisted like a barber’s bloody towel, chipped plastic aglets, drawn 

through rusty eyelets. Her grandmother claimed that the most 

important aspects of a person are the extremities: the haircut and 

the shoes, especially how tidily one laces one’s shoes. Between the 

extremities, the factory’s overalls prevented any slip of personal 
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dignity. She cannot remember learning to tie laces, whether her 

inexpert, uneasy fingers struggled to make the two ends meet, 

whether someone told her that precision is a matter of intentioned 

rhythm, whether she decomposed the full movement into 

sequences to master the whole. Caught in this airlock, memory has 

evaporated. She doesn’t know how to tie laces.  

She’s out. The world clearer, sharper, more coherent, less 

confused. Unspiritual. Not knowing is a nameless gift.  

 

 

 

2. Paisley town 

 

She’s out.  

The initial impetus has rubbed off. Sounded like a good 

idea, the whole existential piss around that leads someone to leave 

their flat, seeing depth in the mundane, gravity in inanity, 

something palatable in insipid nonsense. The whole introspective 

shenanigans. The full subjective bhuna. She thought it would prove 

a point of entry into the highlight of her day, the humble hour-long 

walk now part of her cherished daily exercise. Stuck in this flat. Day 

in day out. Stuck in this town. Like in a double-walled flytrap. She 

applied the tried-and-tested mantras. Find interest in small things, 

smell the rose, be thankful for the day, go for a walk and let your 

emotions loose, do this, do that, be happy, be kind, above all be 

grateful. Put on your existential face. Ugly as pride. 

Back in February, she took on a new project curated in 

partnership with local enterprises. Small-Town Life. That’s the title 

of the project. Whatever that promotes, empowers, elevates, 

challenges, exposes. She did the research. Unsurprisingly, the 

subject had been exploited to exhaustion, its riches plundered. 

How do you force a lame horse to labour fertile grounds once 

more? She poked that lame horse until a nick opened in its flank, 

released a pearl of gelatinous russet blood, then shouted a decisive 
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‘It’s alive!’. Just to get herself going. The proposal stage. Now she 

must deliver. Self-imposed deadline marked with a red tick in her 

phone calendar. Friday 27 March. It’s passed now. Still, she 

perseveres. Still, she needs a point of entry into this project, a 

beginning.  

Small-Town Life. Small towns travel in the opposite 

direction to life. Is the trajectory of life not evolution? A direction, 

capricious and uncertain, taken by the living whilst living? Some 

might say it’s a question of time. Small towns are inscribed into the 

tall parchment of continuity. They last. Unlike life. Whilst a large 

town, a city, is a small town that has died. A museum of urban 

ephemera. Isn’t life also about permanence? Cycles, mutation, 

filiation. Small towns and large towns, two intertwined circles of 

urban reality. Continuity and change, permanence and disruption, 

life and death. This doesn’t get her anywhere. Half-baked, 

hollowed chestnuts. This project just won’t fly. Of course, there’s 

history. Digging deep into particulars of distinction to assert 

timeless certainties. The granular and the silky. Or any other 

platitudes. That won’t do either. Bronski Beat, vacant platforms, 

fading sunset, sexual exodus? Somebody has probably already 

offloaded that somewhere, maybe in last year’s Liminal Tonalities 

project. No good, recycling not an option. Let’s start again.  

Switching off her laptop only provides a short relief. She 

prolongs the respite with endless filigrees of consciousness, 

maintains a feeling of suspension to bear the weight of the abyss 

below. Then she’s out, all efforts lighten, viewpoints shift, 

conviction finally settles in. That’s it. What this town needs is a 

painter. Someone who erects her easel on the public arena, in the 

middle of the town, and observes with the upmost attention the 

hues of its social, aesthetic, honest makeup. Contemplates its life, 

its lives, fills up her eyes, catches the transitory without taming it 

down to a memory, throws defining lines to circumscribe the whole 

without summing it up into an object. Someone who will see 

without knowing, who will witness variations but refuse to pin 
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them down in the tidy index of an old catalogue. Alive, not 

intelligent. An observer of small-town life who will see its vital 

configurations and silently paint its tremulous light. Sketch its 

force. Create an effect. A Small-Town effect.  

Of this, she’s convinced. But when you call on someone to 

do something, it’s either because you’re: a) too lazy; b) prone to 

procrastination; c) angry and bitter; d) not up for the job; e) can’t 

be bothered (see a, b, c, d); f) have been burnt before; g) want to 

do it yourself but play hard to get. You turn excuses inside out like 

an old leather glove until they don’t fit the hand of reality anymore. 

Emptiness slaps you in the face. All you see are the gaps. This town 

needs a painter. She’s stuck in it, so she might as well get stuck with 

it. Self-sacrifice, abnegation, largesse, atonement, shame, 

arrogance, and above all, the nameless gift of not knowing.  

 

She locks the door behind her, shuffles along the pavement 

until it all appears in one florid instant. Above, ashen ribbing of 

clouds lashes the silver flesh of the azure. She imagines their 

reassuring smell, moist dishtowel, slightly acrid, slightly 

ammoniacal, slightly fusty. The skyline rests on grassy hills, tucking 

the infinite under a stainless lid. Forget about the golds, forget 

about the velvets, forget about the muslins and the silks. It’s all out 

there, beauty. Its present movements, its future form. Bathed in the 

artless overture to spring’s pastoral symphony. Some days, its first 

notes a succession of quavers, today a string of semibreves hung 

on the staff of duration. An instant that lasts? Go figure. 

She observes the outside world. Sees her hometown. The 

limits between outside and home gently blurs like hot air wavering 

over the sun-baked sand blurs the horizon. In her mind, a picture 

has formed. She already hears the voice of a fanciful critic, 

ingenious and dandy:  

‘Few people boast of knowing Paisley, many of passing 

through, some time ago. Or of knowing someone from the town, 

unless they confuse this town with another one, Ayr maybe. Some 
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may burst into the monochord tune of the-town-with-the-most-

listed-buildings-in-Scotland, or the appeasing refrain of the-town-

with-the-twelth-century-Abbey-cradle-of-the-Royal-House-of-

Stewart. Or whatever they may lift straight from the scrapbook of 

popular ballads. “An interesting place, although a small town”. 

“Buzzing with students, not quite town and gown style”. 

Sometimes a pause punctuates a hesitation. “I’d support the Saints. 

Or is it the Buddies? Or the Pandas?” Lost in localism, they recover 

their bearings in the comforting thought that Paisley is only a 

stone’s throw away from Glasgow. They think that when a city 

ripens, the fruit falls at its foot. Suburbia, commuting town, 

housing development. Soon, lying in the shade, the fruit rots and 

decomposes into the ground.’  

Once the shadows darkened, colours emerge. The fanciful 

critic resumes with greater intensity: 

‘If they have paid attention to 1960s’ fashion (some will 

have visited the V&A in Dundee), histrionic engravings (on their 

bracelets, cutlery, walking sticks), or colonial history (browsing 

through their Sunday newspaper), some may mention the Paisley 

pattern. Quietly overwhelmed with self-satisfaction, they give their 

approval with an emphatic “Yes, I know Paisley” that pours out of 

poised lips. Some people walk along the Great Wall of China on an 

adventure holiday and believe they know all that matters about 

Chinese history. Or visit some Italian vineyard one late summer 

and believe they taste a concentrate of Mediterranean civilization. 

Or have learnt a poem by Robert Burns in their schoolyears and 

believe they are the dutiful bearers of an eternal Scottish literature. 

Fortunately, satisfaction changes hands sometimes. A breath of 

fresh air blows in the spirit of the times, dares to intimate that the 

Great Wall of China is not the end of Chinese history, an Italian 

vineyard not the end of Mediterranean civilisation, a poem by 

Robert Burns not the end of Scottish literature. We all take in this 

deep breath and our spirit regenerates.’ 
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Holding to the picture that has formed in her mind, the 

voice of the critic continues rumbling in her, adding a signature 

swipe, anxious to satisfy self-importance: 

‘Fortunately, I say, sometimes a picture emerges which 

claims that small towns, like all small works of creation, contain 

unexpected valuables, humble yet precious. Like a loaf of bread 

contains the golden fruit of the earth. Admiring that picture, 

standing right here on the pavement, shoulder to shoulder with the 

painter and cloaked in the thick of the instant, I didn’t know 

whether Robert Tannahill committed suicide by drowning himself 

in the canal, or whether the Shaw Stewart family, the Coats family, 

the Clark family, the Lowndes family, the White family benefited 

from slavery. History belongs to historians. They make it happen, 

and it didn’t happen to me. Instead, admiring that picture shoulder 

to shoulder with the painter, I felt a breath of fresh air. There’s 

something particular about a small place. It doesn’t happen in the 

grand scheme of things, though without it, we would never figure 

grand schemes. There’s a continuity between the most complex 

and elementary forms, the former emerging from the later, 

sometimes incrementally, sometimes abruptly. Yet, once the most 

complex forms achieved, they amount to nothing except the sum 

of their parts. Apply colour, you get a mosaic. Standing on the 

pavement, shoulder to shoulder with the painter, eyes fixed upon 

the town, I too saw what smallness withholds.’ 

She figures out a picture just by staring into the pocket 

looking-glass of a fanciful critic. It enhances colourfulness. Merely 

someone’s opinion, posturing authority. That’s not what she wants 

it to look like. 

In her mind, she erects an easel, picks up the first brush her 

hand comes across. Knows nothing about painting. Has never 

ventured beyond the warm delusion that her doodles truly mean 

something, psychoanalytically speaking. Hidden truths revealed in 

the shamanic execution of curved lines and parsimonious dots. 

Like the uncontrolled squiggles of a sneezing toddler. Regardless, 
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endowed by the nameless gift of not knowing, she gets down to 

work.  

First, insignificant, dash-like strokes. Around, blending in 

the indeterminacy between roadside, pavement and dusty ground, 

intricate braids of stray supermarket trolleys. Above, on the 

window sills nested in the wavy facade of tenements, flimsy 

ornaments gracing a common sense of homeliness. Shreds of 

vernacular meander between anonymous buildings, shy slogans of 

happiness carved into MDF, polite banners murmuring a home-

sweet-home in pret-à-habiter formulas. Along the streets, hanging 

baskets frame entrances into terraced houses. Underneath, small 

glass panels engraved with a name or a number, lit by feeble solar 

beams, barely brightening the precise spot someone calls home. On 

the parvis of semi-detached dwellings, wobbly pergolas the size of 

a single bed, trim gardens the size of a parking space. A touch of 

intimacy deposited on the ground of privacy. Recycling bins, blue, 

green, brown, grey, aligned like squadrons of eco-soldiers, 

individual numbers tidily stuck on their helmet or their bellies, 

some with colourful designs, each to their own, but together in a 

fit of communal I-do-my-bit.  

At first sight, the words of the critic won’t do. Won’t make 

sense. The master finds the words and the world, always hesitant 

in the scale, tips towards the master’s pan. Better not knowing. 

Standing on the pavement, she observes what the cold eye 

misunderstands. Blinded by the candour of muted expression, the 

cold eye fails to recognise that belonging requires patience and care. 

Some people take possession of the world by chiselling it into the 

shape of their desire. Others take part to it by communing with 

their neighbours. Their intent, to surpass themselves in a big 

statement of human achievement. Carved MDF and lined up 

recycling bins can unify a world. Her eyes fail to see smallness in 

that. At the beginning of all works of creation, a poetic pulse 

palpitates.  
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Of course, she indulges in wishful licence. Who doesn’t, in 

a small town? Who doesn’t dream, chant, murmur, compose? A 

small town is a blank canvas nobody has bothered filling in, there’s 

no image to spoil with the clumsy strokes of a broad brush, or the 

drips of watery acrylic. Where there’s nothing to spoil, licence is 

not a sin, simply an expression of that human nature abhorring a 

vacuum. A kind of miracle. Without it, the picture doesn’t exist. 

 

 

 

3. The painter at work 

 

Standing on the pavement, an imaginary painter (an uneconomic 

formula, two words for the same thing, beginner’s blight). Facing 

the blank canvas, palette in hand, thumb firm through the wood, 

wrist steady under the board, she mixes patches of primary colours. 

First, red. Things have changed, recently. Defying rags slapped 

across the town’s face. Forced by the circumstances? Vague 

inspiration? Who knows? In any case, bitterness has sweetened 

since attention has shifted to minor expressions of human life. A 

word has gained ascendency which confers value to the ordinary. 

Local. A small word for a small world. Yet it bears, in its two 

rounded, palindromic sounding syllables, a wealth of moral stakes. 

Unfortunately. Small now stands for virtue, not beauty. Since the 

word local has made its entry into the town’s moral dictionary, it 

no longer takes part to its aesthetic repertoire. She laces her shoes, 

locks the door, embarks on a walk, and where local aestheticism 

crosses her path, she catches its beauty and stares, in awe, at the 

incandescent force for good that glares out from its underbelly.  

Second, blue. As she embarks on a walk, she ought to make 

choices. Random flânerie would push her out of town in no time. 

It is small after all. Making a habit out of her choice sooths her 

disposition, appeases her mood. Now and again, she wanders away 

from the centre before wandering back into town, ebbing out 
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before ebbing in, dispersing into its periphery before receding 

towards its heart. Put end-to-end, her wanderings are a slow, 

moody pulse, pumping noble life into her errant motions. Her way 

of life. She wants out, laces her shoes, locks the door. Presses down 

the doorhandle one last time, ensures it imposes some resistance, a 

gesture she never performs consciously but always finds 

satisfaction in its ritual accomplishment. It’s locked. She heads east.   

Third, yellow. Enlightening Inca shimmers, naked sun 

flashing the horizon, barely filtered by the springtime air. Some 

claim that seeing comes before words. Imagine the new-born. 

Some, that seeing comes together with words. What we see, they 

say, remains obscure unless we make sense of it. Others use words 

without seeing. Say ‘that’s ugly’, or ‘that’s a little garden’, or ‘that’s 

small-minded’ without looking at the shapes, the forms, or the 

styles. When they finally see shapes, forms, or styles, they fall under 

the impression that seeing is redundant, that they’ve already seen it 

all in their own words. And if the words are ugly then… ‘An 

interesting place, although a small town’, they say. She can’t find 

the words, laces her shoes, locks the door. Enters the light. 

A touch of incitement, a touch of desire, a touch of light. 

Palette in hand, she’s careful with the mixing, else this world may 

go off colour, tilt into the melancholic season. Here, a crimson 

constellation of leaves performing gentle genuflexions in the 

autumn wind. There, the umber fingers of an ancient oak patting 

the anaemic blush of rusty foliage, exhaling long, tired breaths. 

There again, the perfect geometry of mangled weeds sketching a 

lattice of patchy brown lawn. Above, hushed clouds, the quilted lull 

of their bodies slithering in the sky, mauved by looming 

turbulences in the twilight. True, October blemishes the primary 

colours. Tears hope apart. Here, as in Argenteuil, Nuenen, 

Birkenwald, or any other small place a painter has ever erected her 

easel.  

Facing the canvas, her intention is clear. To embellish the 

familiar so that the familiar appears under its true colour as a 
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discreet gift of life, touches of timorous marvels or unsuspected 

pleasure, chromatic dashes woven into the wider picture. To derive 

the charm of the familiar, to discover what constitutes its colourful 

evocation, to flatter the soft proof of its beauty. Echoes of the 

effing mantras. Ignore what you can’t do, focus on what you can 

do, seek sufficiency rather than perfection, aim for adequate rather 

than optimal outcomes, think this, feel that, give it a bash, believe 

in yourself.  

Palette in hand, she looks up once more. A soft-wooded, 

mechanically etched ‘Home-Sweet-Home’ adorns a window sill. A 

univocal cry from the heart. Streets some say they don’t want to 

live in but cannot turn their eyes away for fear their sight becomes 

one with their words. Like ‘I live here’. She isn’t scared. She looks 

at that univocal cry from the heart and catches a glimpse of her 

town. As she corrects the outrage flickering in front of her eyes, 

she sees it all over again, renewed and beautiful. A new beginning. 

 

Feet on the pavement, she starts afresh. Can’t find the 

words, embarks on a walk, enters a talk. And this Small-Town Life 

project with no obvious point of entry. Spots the gap, erects her 

easel, picks up the first brush her hand comes across.  

Small places deserve attention and merit praise. Dressed in 

dreamy garb, caught between innocence and ignorance, small 

towns are the only places where we allow chronology to go 

wanting. That small word, local. Always comes along with a longer 

word. Community. If the word local is hard to see and difficult to 

express, try the word community. What’s that? A progressive form 

of gregarious social fantasy, always in the making, on the mend and 

out of reach because always already lost? She doesn’t seek an 

answer, prefers not knowing. 

As an imaginary painter, her work of creation will not be 

anecdotal but artefactual. Not the truth about Small-Town Life but 

an interpretation, an evaluation, a translation. All delivered in bulk. 

An act of kindness. So that others may look at her cri de cœur stuck 
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into a rut, sunk into itself, from the comfort of their own gallery, 

at a safe distance. The onus is on the creator. She’ll weather that 

peril. Be responsible for what happens. The freedom of her 

creation, the limit of her own freedom. She must answer for it. If 

she chooses her picture to be beautiful, she hopes to show what’s 

worthy in her subject. To create is to serve her subject and, while 

serving her subject, to serve those who rally around it. Whoever 

looks also judges. Her pride, tinged with anguish. 

Local. Community. She scans her surrounding, determined 

to witness the words. If their presence is an echo of the past, so be 

it. But then she wants to represent the past for what it is, not for 

its merit. How you value the past is how you value the present. 

Abuse the one, you’ll abuse the other. Who hasn’t heard that a 

town’s historical buildings are its asset? Misplaced values. 

Calculation, hypothesis. The past, suspended by weighted 

considerations like a target waiting the impact of costed 

deliberations. She looks up her street. Placed on a window sill, a 

‘Home-Sweet-Home’ mechanically carved into MDF. She finds 

more sense in this caring for the present than in the abuse of 

history. Care for the one, you’ll care for the other. 

 

This hasn’t always been her town. Once, she returned 

home and didn’t recognise where she comes from. It wasn’t there 

anymore. Her family, different people. The landscape, disfigured. 

Age, time. You cannot call home a place where memories are the 

only things you recognise. You cannot call something by a different 

name and pretend it’s the same thing. Memories are precious for 

what they are. But home, you make it. Must be careful with words. 

To find the words is to make. That’s her labouring at making her 

home here. She’s laying the foundations. Soon, she’ll set up the 

frame, lay the bricks and mortar, put a roof over it all, furnish it 

with comfortable fittings, garnish it with tasteful delights. Then, 

she’ll invite you in. Show you her painting. 
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For now, feet on the pavement, she’s out. Heads east. 

Sometimes, she walks on the cycling path bordering the river Cart, 

along with dog-walkers rustling in head-to-toe waterproofs, solitary 

roe deer crushing crisped fork-moss, and white-chested, golden-

eyed ducks brushing the silky waters. Above, clouds thick, 

undulating, opaline, like freshly rinsed tripe. Clouds, the passionate 

inners of the skies. Below, fellow wanderers grind to a halt under 

the impulse of the social fibre, rock their body in a mirroring, 

soothing rhythm, balancing the delicate see-saw of ordinary chats. 

Rusty cider cans, soggy crisp wrappings, crushed plastic bottles, 

hints of a human touch tucked under the luxuriant canopy of ferns 

and nettles. Phlegmy spit on the path, stellar explosions of defiance, 

once a warm paste of human rumination, its smell slightly 

nauseating, now residues of forceful gesturing. Bright juice cans 

impaled on the remnants of the old hospital fence, beige squirrels 

scuttling in the undergrowth. Always the same dog-walkers, the 

same wanderers, the same features, all year round, caught in a cycle 

of daily aimlessness. Occasionally, a three-legged dog hops along, 

burdened with the pathos of an ancient chorus. Most often, 

stubborn small dogs stand still on the verge of the path while a 

weary voice orders to ‘c’mon’, never reaches their canine ears, 

selective and testing. A comedy of manners. For inside, dogs and 

their walkers beam a reciprocal smile at their enigmatic riches. They 

know they’re lucky to have each other, and that their treasure was 

never plundered at the expense of someone else. Together, they 

trump loneliness, emotional destitution, moral depravation. Who 

wouldn’t envy them? On the river banks, anglers wait with 

Buddhist patience for the fish that never bites. Breath turned fetid 

by their stupefying stillness, armpits moist by their steely 

persistence. The sips of beer are long and bitter, the puffs of smoke 

thick and sour. A copula of eternal clouds tops a muffled world 

endlessly surprised to hold its nerves as cyclists zip past. Fishing 

rods in hand, they gaze at the sky with ageless eyes, contemplate 

the astral truths like shepherds did when they laid under the 
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heavens in one quiet, tentative movement of acquiescence. And the 

sweet aria of the river’s flow. Sober, unhurried, hoary beauty. 

Not the cycling path. Not today. She chooses the streets. 

Chooses to witness history unfolding. From the medieval past, up 

to the present housing developments. From the ghost of the Abbey 

Close, up to the ostentation of the terrace houses. Easy to pass by 

the invisible, or be dazzled by the garish. Say you walk too hastily, 

eyes locked onto your mobile phone. Or wander looking up at the 

building tops, maybe because you’ve been told to do so by 

Glaswegians. Easy to fail to see. A painter must see the invisible, 

not be dazzled, but see through bedazzlement. The past and the 

present. The town that existed then, the people who live in it now. 

All of this, she must lay down on the canvas. But how do you lay 

anything down when your brush reaches for the palette and hits an 

absence? The past?  

The past is a fertile ground for misunderstanding, shifts in 

meaning, if not loss of meaning. Historians know this 

phenomenon, labour those fields tirelessly, sometimes come across 

a nugget of sense, undug it or leave it in the ground, depending 

whether it enhances their toil or impedes its progress. But you can’t 

make the whole thing up! She imagines a bunch of Friday evening 

drinkers at their local pub, eyes still rolling under the influence of 

some bemusing whirlwind of spreadsheets. The team in charge of 

finding a new pitch to sell the town’s image. Someone takes a pen 

out of their pocket, chewed at the top, cap missing. Picks up a beer 

mat from the bar, looks at their colleagues in a daring fit of personal 

satisfaction, scribbles something down, extracts a wallet from their 

back pocket, pulls out a tenner and slams it on the counter. ‘Bets 

on! That’s the winner. The commission will love it’. Someone grabs 

the beer mat, reads out loud. ‘Proud Past, Promising Future’. As if 

the past was unified, as if the future crossed its heart and hoped to 

die.  

As if we didn’t conceive the future with semblances of the 

past, with what we have figured out, with a subtle arrangement of 
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all probabilities. With the limits of our understanding. With the 

shapes of our imagination. As if the future wasn’t behind us. What 

if this town nurtured a surprise, original and unpredictable? Instead 

of a repetition, a difference? An irreversible difference? A twist of 

fate? Something bigger than itself, something woven in the whole 

of the universe? As it lies here, a minute part in a continuous whole, 

participating to the general movement, like the dash participates to 

the wider picture, original and unpredictable?  

Here she stands at her easel, brush in hand, invoking the 

primary colours like a creative trinity, then holding together an 

unintended outburst of pointillism.  

Feet back on the tarmac. Sometimes, it saddens her that the 

town’s image comes down to a tear. She doesn’t know about the 

buta pattern, cultural appropriation, colonial greed. Considers it the 

stuff of history. Or Sunday newspapers. She sees a bleeding 

teardrop. An iconic sadness. She thinks about the clownish smile 

on Glasgow’s face, back in the 1980s. It’s miles better. Envies the 

smile, dreads the tear. Doesn’t mind being called envious. Small 

towns are full of dreamers. Dreamers enrich a communal 

imaginary, desire sharp like a razor edge, vivid. Cities, they are filled 

with achievers. There, plain sailing achievers wash ashore, 

exhausted, emptied and contented, appetite quenched, desire 

amorphous. Of course she’s envious. Envy is the name others give 

to the glow in your eyes when theirs, dulled for having seen it all, 

wallows into lifelessness.  

Past the Abbey Close, she now funnels down rows of 

terrace houses. Moving between the invisible and the dazzling, she 

perceives a fleeting charm. Some may drown it in muddy historical 

explanations or fuzzy architectural yarns. But grasp this fleeting 

charm, she feels, and it’ll release a quiet spirituality: you could easily 

lose your soul. Maybe that’s the essence of a small-town walk. 

Hunting the idea of loss down the town’s features, its curved and 

straight lines, its gardens and pavements, its shopwindows and 

backstreets. Hunting down the continuity in loss as it rushes into 
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the streets, unified by an implacable momentum. Past the Abbey 

Close, along rows of terrace houses, she looks at what’s left behind. 

Loss sums it all. Sombre and farcical. 

 

 

 

4. A personal note 

 

Outside, she enters inside herself. The world comes suspended, no 

need to agree to it, nor espouse it, nor accept it. Outside, the world 

is put into brackets (only to come alive inside her). This lashing of 

the rain on her face defies time, her lashed face is the lashed face 

of the peasants who once worked these grounds, the medieval 

Christians who laboured St Mirin’s croft. She, like them, bends in 

the wind, knits her brow, unearths renewed vitality. Outside, 

aimlessness disintegrates, she comes home inside herself and 

everything makes sense.  

Small towns are disappearing, bursting at the seams or 

shrinking into residential amnesia. As we are losing them, we are 

losing something of ourselves. The invisible and the dazzling, the 

mystic and the tacky, a marriage of the unexpected, an impossibility 

realised on our doorsteps. A quest for the lost meaning of human 

existence. Not an engineered world (we’re done with engineering, 

calculation, management, ratiocination, tired with the childish 

obstinacy at denying the undeniable indeterminism of this world, 

the gods’ favourite pastime has never changed, they’ve always 

enjoyed playing dice). Not an unruly world (we want to know 

where we live by feeling where we are, bend in the wind, knit our 

brow, and reach in for a sparkle of truth). Small towns are 

disappearing. Before long, we’ll be instructed what to feel, peddled 

an experience. Loss will be dematerialised. Once the outside has 

disappeared, we’ll be told how to enter inside ourselves. Follow the 

trail and leave no trace. The continuity of loss vindicated. Only, it’ll 

be us.  
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For now, loss is everywhere palpable, manifest. Withering 

daffodils bordering front gardens, ascetic Saint John Wort, rusty-

red acers. Uneven slabs in weedy driveways, dislocated kerbs, 

mellow streetlights. Green wire cabinets and metal gutter grids, 

cable covers and water mains hatches, crushed beer cans and 

chewed butts of stubbed out fags. Voluptuous cakes of semi-

digested dog kibble, once dislodged from wobbly entrails by the 

might of a single blade of grass. And roadworks, roadworks, 

roadworks. Cherry trees prancing to the breeze, useless, the tip of 

their branches flirting with the tarmac around the old folk’s home. 

Every spring, they hesitate before letting out flowering tears, filled 

with disenchantment. Knocked down bollards and bent road signs, 

missing cat’s eyes and rubbed off zebra stripes. Washed-out 

handmade posters for lost cats, furniture removal, John the reliable 

plaster no-job-too-small. Here, friendly advice framed like badges 

of honour to no-dogs-except-guide-dogs-allowed. There, 

tombstones erected amidst greenspaces in memory of No-Ball-

Games. Special signs dedicated to No-Fouling, No-Fly-Tipping, 

No-Loitering. Parking places on roadsides allocated to No-Parking.   

Her town, wrapped in loss. Wherever she searches for the 

slightest differences, she finds a uniformity of purpose. At times 

sombre, at others farcical, depending on the degree of invisibility 

or the hues of dazzlement. Her town fluctuates under her gaze. 

Although a veil has deposited upon all things, gardens, pavements, 

shopwindows, backstreets, her imagination confers an emotional 

tenor. Animates a lost world. She knows that one day, this loss will 

be missing. One day, we’ll flick through outdated history books, 

skim over precious few yellowed pictures, watch recorded footage, 

read moving testimonies and, under these antiquarian 

representations, witness loss coming back to life as if resurrected. 

Assemble a colourful bunch of it all, arrange it in an expensive 

hand-painted vase, and place it on the mantlepiece beside the ashes 

of time. Nostalgia will do its uncanny, enchanted trick as we’ll feel 
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ourselves lifted by an inflated bout of spirituality. As they say, 

watch that space.  

Then, we’ll regret having lost this loss (a double absence 

always strikes more vividly), be astonished by our past longing for 

plentifulness and fulfilment, our avid escape from oblivion, vain 

and mindless. Loss will shine off its forgotten lights, become, once 

again, our magnanimous present: the value of our present, at first 

transient and elusive, now infinite.  Regret collapses on itself, so 

does hope. Free at last, free to wander. 

 

There’s always a time when a painter feels the urge to apply 

a personal touch. Brings a hint of authenticity to the fore. Dangling 

at the other end of the brush, not just the hand of an observer, also 

that of a subject. Gives someone to blame for our dissatisfaction 

with the whole picture.  

Her parents used to say ‘Why can’t you stay still two 

minutes?’. Not a question, an affirmation. ‘Such an active child!’. 

Not an affirmation, an exasperation. Then, as now, something 

prevented her from staying still. Life. Sometimes, the very people 

who brought you to life want you to stay still. Pick the bones out 

of that! 

Movements are everything. You might not want to join into 

the events precipitating the outer world, yet they scoop you off 

your feet, whether you want it or not. Resistance is noble but, as all 

streams of nobility, also futile. No point searching for excuses to 

legitimate her insignificant wandering in these streets, pretending 

to tune into the choir of cosmic paltriness. Simply embrace 

everything. No point declaring that she walks to forget, get out of 

her own head. Or to find solace when feeling confused, 

appeasement when troubled, composure when overwhelmed. No 

point giving a raison d’être to her movements, pretend they hold a 

telos. Easy to find a justification, dress up an implicit arrogance, 

obscure a splendid shame. Easy to establish the postulates of a 
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universal theorem. There’s no point to her wandering but the 

movements setting her body into motion.  

Most of the time, her walking around the town is simply a 

desire to walk. Until motion comes to exhaustion. She imagines 

treading long-distance routes, longing for endless motion. Maybe 

it’s about the rhythm, maybe it’s about the euphoria. Or the beauty 

of the gesture, its gratuity. Maybe it’s for nothing. No point 

pretending it’s to see things from a different angle, open her 

perception to the world as her body moves along its dimensions. 

No point pretending that, with every step she takes, she reaches 

new frontiers, forgets herself in a tunnel of clarity and comes out 

the other end a different person. No point pretending any of that, 

piling the bullshit up to the ceiling. Truth is, she walks because she 

can, for a while, be away from her desk, pursuing instead her 

cherished daily exercise. Vexation and reconciliation preserved in 

equal measure. That’s what keeps her in motion. That’s her raison 

d’être.  

It’s not true what they say, that walking is easy. She’s lifted 

her eyes to the window, switched off her laptop, tied her laces, 

locked the door. Still, the answers jar. She wants to find a point of 

entry into this Small-Town Life project and nearly stumbles, or 

goes ahead of herself. When you’ve reached this level of discontent 

with your work, you need to take a few steps back to contemplate 

the scale of your failure. But then, sometimes, something odd 

happens. Remember Apollo? The very Apollo who, out of 

frustration, threw his paint-soaked rag at his canvas, only to let the 

rag slap flat, slide slow, and achieve the desired effect by a sheer 

streek of luck? Well, sometimes you need to take a few steps back 

and take the risk of disfiguring your work of creation with the hope 

of obtaining the desired effect. Be it a Small-Town effect. And the 

mantras buzzing in the background. Take the leap but cross your 

fingers, get out of your comfort zone since it’s uncomfortable, 

think outside the box like everyone else, do this, do that, you only 

have yourself to blame.  
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She has already started from scratch, several times. For this 

wasn’t always her town. There, where she comes from, homes have 

external shutters. People shut them at night, or when they go away 

on a holiday. She’s always left hers wide open. The fear that, one 

day, the light might stay out. Here, where she lives, homes have 

internal curtains. People draw them during the day. If they draw 

them at night, it’s not to keep the light in, but so that people’s gaze 

stays out. She always leaves hers wide open. Her life is neither 

exceptional nor secretive. Were she to draw her curtains, they 

would only veil the trivial and predictable life of a town dweller. 

Does the dishes, lies on the sofa, reads, moves from one room to 

the next, switches the light on and off, scratches her armpits, 

strokes the cat, eats with her mouth open, talks to herself. Hidden 

behind her curtains, the plain sight of everyone’s life. The obvious 

will not be concealed. Her naked window, a mirror held to 

everyone’s gaze. Generous, blunt.  

Sometimes, she goes back where she comes from. Goes for 

walks. There, she can’t find the words. There, her stomach 

collapses down to her heels, she curls up and cowers inside. This is 

a place of no return. On her walks there, nothing left but her own 

being. A few kilos of moveable matter. There, the late summer 

breeze rolls down from the mountains and, from the lair of the 

hollow glaciers, brings fragrances of pine sap. The breeze might 

have rolled over from the ocean, from the steppes, from the desert, 

from the glens, from the Caledonian forest, from the summit of 

high-rises, from the gutters of a fish market. The smell in which 

loss wraps itself, fresh and hollow, innocent and stupid. There, 

green hazelnuts bob stubbornly to the cadence of the air, ivy 

embraces dried up trunks until they can’t breathe the breath of life, 

transient and shy, yet lethal. There, she can’t find the words because 

she fails to fathom the depth of emptiness. A bottomless pit of 

inconsequence caught into the cogs of a slippery time. Easily 

derailed. Easily offbeat. A time out of its grooves.  
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She holds her brush a minute. A misapplication of nostalgia 

can ruin the landscape, thickly applied it suggests a syrupy, 

indigestible background. Home-sickening even. Adjustments 

required. 

There, warm tarmac, cats lazing about as the sun sets. In 

the distance, the muffled voices of playing children, the rattles of 

the woodworkers putting their tools away. The copper-blond 

wheat waits, its time will come, execution will be quick, neat, 

painless. Two fat tyres have already cut through its lean flesh, 

disappearing on the horizon. There used to be hare and foxes 

running through the undergrowth, the odd herd of wild boars 

ramming into the thick grass. Crickets, toads, grasshoppers. In 

surrounding gardens, native cherry trees, apple trees, and quince 

trees stand appeased. Sheltered from the incongruity of the 

mountains’ favours. Clinks of cutlery in empty plates, laughs 

unadulterated by the air thinning into discretion. A single sunflower 

shows its head above the wheatfield, bows as she passes by, knows 

something about incongruity, curling up. The infinite sorrow of its 

beauty, wasted, there in a wheatfield. Sometimes, it feels as if 

summer will never return. The slow descent to reach the 

underground until motionless. Then, one day in May, you count 

your luck. Start again. 

She’s labouring at making her home here. Like every single 

new-born in this town. It’s not a given. Here, pedestrians lug heavy 

shopping bags, spine hunched by the burden of perishables. Arms 

ache, shoulders ache. Perishables make their whole body aches. 

Weigh them down to the ground, bring them closer to where they 

come from. The humble potato, they say, the earthy carrot. The 

weight of the world. On summer days, some drink rosé cider on 

top of grassy hills. Or cans of lager, by the dozen. Others shout 

from car windows, accelerate through red lights, rev engines, young 

men shattering the faux-silence before drowning into despair (what 

is pride if not a convulsive expression of pain, a quiver of the sad 

passions?). Others still cultivate tiny roadside gardens in the vain 
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hope of halting the overgrowing tarmac, haunting and stupefied 

like a vacant face. Cats laze on window sills, greenery sprouts on 

the top parapet of tenement buildings. Small squeaky gates at the 

end of short driveways, uneven pavements and regular weeds 

piercing through, disembodied pieces of furniture. And traffic, 

traffic, traffic. Sometimes, she longs for the summers that have 

been lost, the summers from elsewhere. Then, one day in 

September, she counts her luck. Finds the words. 

The wind plays the sad song of loneliness through the 

foliage, a timeless loneliness that has crossed the world and its 

oceans to reach her. The long melody brushes her naked arms, 

engulfs her. Deep into emptiness. She’s about to burst. Needs to 

touch ground. Wants out. To reconcile the contradictions in her. 

To find the words. Or is it the contrary? She sees the tall grass 

waving to the wind, red kites circling over the wheatfields. The end 

of the summer. She reluctantly clings to something in her. 

Something she’d rather let go. Yet something that she burns to 

touch every time she laces her shoes in the entrance hall. 

Something shouts out, something wants out. Something cries to be 

ignored at last, replaced by the outside. Something longs to come 

inside out. So, she goes out for a walk. Lets go. 

Walking here, in her town, she doesn’t withdraw into 

herself. On the contrary, she dives into the totality of its world, 

sends her ego packing. Loss, emptiness, beauty. Toti se inserens 

mundo. It takes courage. When her path crosses the paths of fellow 

wanderers, she sees an abundance of courage on the move. The 

man with the light grey jacket hanging at his shoulders, stained 

pockets, loose crumpled hood. The singularity of his wandering in 

unison with the wandering of dust in the air, heavy features 

attracted to the glistening pavement, apricot hair tangled in intricate 

knots, bony thighs on which his humanity stands erect. It is divine. 

The woman with the out of shape boots, worn out at the heels, 

grated at the toes. The servility of her gait, swung by the quiet force 

of kinetics, the slithering of her intestines, the chewy rubbing of 
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her organs, sloshing lymph and crackling joints, the full scale of 

celestial motions humbly performed in the intimacy of her own 

human theatre. Something longed to come inside out, they 

performed the gestures that tied their laces, took the risk. Owning 

this fine disposition for wonderment, they walked out, sent their 

ego packing, opened to the totality of the world. Now, in the streets 

of this town, their body assumes the universe. Past and present, 

done and dusted. Appeased, she witnesses a cosmic unity. The local 

is truly universal. 

She keeps city people at bay. They spoil the landscape, 

obstruct the view, narrow the perception. Their air of what’s-next 

and I’ve-seem-it-all when they approach provincialism as if it were 

some swear word, some blight best drowned in a pool of witticism, 

some disease for the left behind. They, of course, are the sought 

after. The world’s navel. When they say ‘Small-town people, 

backward people’, they check their back mirror in case the distance 

has narrowed, or to make sure they’re not under attack. Just go 

‘Boo!’ and they’ll show you how the city air deflates, loses its cool.  

She holds on a minute. Doesn’t like the words she’s just 

found, their lurid colour clashes on the canvas. She doesn’t like 

small-town people when they misplace their provincialism into a 

fantasy of who they are. Whose fantasy is it anyway? The root of 

something deeper? Intersectional? Feminised cities and 

masculinised provinces, civilised cities and primitive provinces? Or 

any kind of aseptic bullshit or inept combination of them all? She 

dislikes the forced symmetry, the protracted bitterness that the 

words leave in the mouth, the posturing of veracity laced in steely 

verdigris. Only words, you might say. But when they conflate the 

whole picture, words matter. Reality is cut out from the words’ 

fabric, whether it’s woolly, coarse, or silky.  

She steps back, picks up her rag and throws it once more. 

Walking on the beach, last summer. Miniature dunes under 

the ball of her feet, small geysers of sand ejected from a crustacean 

underworld over the earth’s surface, its great extent magnified by 
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the distant limit between the earth and the sky. Seaweed like clumps 

of hair, yellowed kelp, hollow crab carapaces, dried-up jellyfish, 

coal dust, banks of broken shells, a world desiccated by the force 

of the tide, of the winds, of the moon, but the totality of the world 

at her feet. And the rumble of the ocean, millenarian, prehistorical. 

To walk in the world is to be part of the world. There last summer, 

here today. Reconciled. 

 

 

 

5. Perspective, symmetry 

 

Variations are in the order of things. Here as much as elsewhere. 

Once, she saw a bus driver, silver locks neatly combed back, bare 

nape, tidy collar, shiny clean-shaven chin, salient cheekbones, pink 

heart-shaped reflective sunglasses perched on his forehead. Here, 

foreheads get blinded. Because variations are in the order of things, 

here as much as elsewhere, there’s something universal at play in 

this town, something leaps beyond its particularities and quirks. 

Variations in moods, tones, forms, truths, something attuned to the 

way of the world. Something cosmological, perfectly smooth and 

well-balanced, the pride of Nature itself. Everything finely tuned to 

the greatest order, nothing particular in here, or remarkable, or 

outstanding. You could say it’s perfect. Has been throughout the 

predictable history of this town. Should you dig deeper in time, 

you’d contemplate the extent of its profound harmony. Then and 

now united. It all morphs into the town that she contemplates 

today as she heads east.  

How could she represent this phenomenon without 

blurring the picture into indistinction, without it oozing all over, 

colours trickling, tones leaking, forms pouring, the frame trembling 

under the pressure of the whole thing exuding? Put things into 

perspective? What about the dominant vertical lines of the town’s 

tower blocks, old mill factory chimney, abbey tower, townhall 
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clock, memorial steeple? What about the subordinate horizontals 

of its new towns, Albion Street, Andrew Street, Glen Street, and 

Clarence Street, Dunn Street, Howard Street, all lined up in formal 

parallels? What about the accessory diagonals of its park routes, 

river bends, road crossings? Perspective is all around, should be 

easy to introduce into her picture. Yet, perspective is not always a 

given. Sometimes, it comes as a surprise. Catch a surprise, and 

perspective suddenly emerges. 

Sometimes, it happens on a short walk through the park. 

Here, the smaller the children, the more noticeable. Suddenly, they 

seem the liveliest things around. She cannot help noticing life. 

Growth, spontaneity, vitality, divergent directions in their headless 

stampedes, nascent personalities, undefined trajectories, unbudded 

tendencies pushing through tight, dewy fibres. Sometimes, it 

happens on a long winding stroll through the hills. Here, the 

yellower the leaves, the more noticeable. Suddenly, the deadliest 

elements strike the eye. She cannot help noticing death. Fawn 

beech hedges shrivelled up, waste matter precipitated in the 

furrows cleaved by November downpours, ochre bracken 

intertwined across the hill face, the force of the summer receding 

to be buried underground. Sometimes, it happens on a brisk 

morning jaunt along the main streets. Here, the quieter the air, the 

more noticeable. Suddenly, suspension holds. And where 

suspension holds, everything is possible. Life and death united. 

Perspective, she notices it everywhere, but it often comes as a 

surprise.  

Likewise, the vanishing point. Loss. She observes it all 

around. But it’s not always a given. Sometimes, it comes 

unexpectedly. In her favourite places, for example. Where the 

greenery pushes through the concrete, reclaims the light of day in 

a militant gesture, sticking two leaves up. She witnesses an act of 

anti-defecation on the public road, the earth’s bowels relieving 

themselves in an unexpected charivari of nature. Often liable to the 

harshest penalty (resurfacing). Greenery spurts out of gutters on 
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top of roofs, along walls adjacent to pavements, at the feet of 

junction boxes and traffic lights, through iron grates covering 

obscure manholes, around the bases of signposts. Dandelions, 

grass, buttercups, mind-your-own-business. Loss coming back to 

life. Unexpectedly filling up the vanishing point. A surprising 

presence in the crux of an eerie emptiness. A subterranean topos 

that has brimmed over the edge of the volcano a long long time 

ago, loss pouring down the lava channel, its outflow neat as if 

someone had run their finger across the softened lip of a candle, 

letting loose the liquid wax. Loss once poured everywhere, settled 

in this place, real. Composed. A subterranean presence in the crux 

of an eerie emptiness. Surely, it wasn’t always like this. Once, the 

town was bustling with industry, people, knowledge, hope. Once, 

we were running ahead of loss, running like mad in boardrooms, 

on pavements, in scientific societies, in daydreams. No effort 

spared to run ahead of ourselves, beat the eruption at the first 

tremors. But it happened. Now loss is this subterranean presence 

she sees everywhere. At the Cenotaph, for example, where loss is a 

timeless element woven into the stuff of the present circumstance. 

Here, she feels how deep loss is.   

She takes a step back to catch a glimpse of her work of 

creation. Leave a painter to play with fortune and she’ll stir some 

esoteric muck, expectorate a celestial gob of spit, whisper an ‘Et 

voilà!’ of relief. Fortune alone will not do. As in all works of 

creation, there ought to be order, discipline, formal patterns, 

symmetry.  

 

First, straighten the personal touch, then add symmetry. 

Younger, she was angry. She didn’t walk. Didn’t search for 

the words. Walking commands kindness, not anger. The sort of 

kindness that unlocks the door before letting solitude in. Kindness 

to the surrounding, kindness despite adversity, kindness towards 

others, kindness towards ourselves. A form of adequation. In 

walking, as in searching for the words, there’s a symmetry at work. 
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Ask poets, how they lay out the body of words, build the grammar, 

create relationships, draw links, position the lines, mathematically 

place signs on the white page. In the search for words, a body 

moves into space to find its balance. 

She used to think that words just happened, that they 

appeared, compelling, overwhelming. She thought she had no 

control over them. A bit like a curse. She didn’t search. Proffered 

empty swearing to fill the silence. Sought provocation to pre-empt 

the curse. She thought likewise about walking. But you don’t 

become a walker by chance. You become a walker by walking. 

Regularly. Down busy streets, up quiet paths. Confidence accrues, 

stride lengthens. The day cracks open with the tying of shoelaces, 

the weather throws its whims in the air. New territories, renewed 

possibilities. She walked, walked, walked. Until she felt compelled. 

Until walking became stronger than her. And made of her a walker. 

It didn’t happen to her, she made it happen, day in, day out, by 

practicing an ordinary, discreet, balancing act of kindness.  

There is a variety of places she goes when she doesn’t 

wander around Seedhill, Calside or Gallowhill. Each one 

participates to the whole. Sometimes, she strolls through The Old 

Town. It’s not called The Old Town, but it feels like it should be. 

Besides, the actual name escapes her, unevocative, lost in the past. 

Whereas ‘The Old Town’ is a thing of the present, relatively 

speaking. Here, elderly women feed stray cats like they do 

grandchildren, bending over gingerly, stretching a hand out to the 

ground with deliberate caution, intimating soft words. Then strike 

up a coloratura of high-pitched tongue-smacking clicks 

interspersed with sibilant whispers to tame their gluttony. Here, 

elderly men walk amorphous dogs, pulling gently on the lead, 

executing tired entrechats as they turn round every second steps, 

their sympathetic gaze a silent seal of approval. Yet, The Old Town 

feels like a place of human emptiness. Trains accelerate in the 

distance as they exit the station at the foot of the hill. Planes take 

off in a carnage of the atmosphere, shredding quietude from the 
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haven of the nearby airport. Automobiles rev up the Renfrew 

bypass before flying over the White Cart Viaduct in a commotion 

of motorised fracas. In the background, the laconic humming of 

traffic all around. A nexus of movements passing by, people on the 

move, things in transit, life in motion. Momentum carried 

elsewhere, avowing The Old Town. The old world. 

Sometimes, she wends her way through Barshaw Park, 

along the public golf course. Here, children run after pigeons, dogs 

after footballs, and vice versa in a fit of mutual understanding. 

Running is a legal high, a permissive madness. The bandits get off 

their head for free by the sheer motion of their legs. Here, foxes 

scutter around, belly flab shaving the grass, precious golf balls 

locked between their jaws (those are, after all, delicate duck eggs). 

Here, golfers retain dignity in appearance by staying clear from the 

sickened lollipop pastels. Their clubhouse lies under the 

architecture of graceful lime trees. They play, come rain or rain, 

sometimes when it rains, but always when it rains. When the sun 

shines, they do something else. That’s how single-minded golfers 

are. She skirts the muddy pond where grey-haired men fiddle with 

model boats, passes the rusty miniature railway where grey-haired 

men fiddle with model trains, then climbs the hill overlooking west 

towards the Clyde estuary, watches the sun sink under the horizon 

like a scoop of mango ice-cream melting on the top of a hot apple 

pie.   

Sometimes, she meanders around Ralston. In the summer, 

people water lawns, flowerbeds, shrubs. Who knows why. They 

pressure-power driveways, patios, front steps. As mysterious as the 

weekly carwash. Here, car washing is like ironing, it asserts the wish 

for a clean slate while pressing down layers of soft coercion into 

gendered time-wasting. Here, old men climb ladders to look down 

on the wisdom of age, like they’ve always done. Young women 

dangle sporty water-bottles to replenish well-hydrated skins, purify 

detoxed bodies. Broad streets, patched up pavements, white-

speckled tar, gardens occupied by squadrons of terracotta clutter 
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and marked out by savagely trimmed hedges, unstable knee-high 

walls. Smells, none. Sounds, plenty. Taste, faux-Edwardian. 

Sometimes, she roams the Gleniffer Braes. Here, Scots 

pines flirt with rowan trees, enlaced, branches hugged tightly 

against the wind, the embrace of ancient lovers repeated endlessly, 

graceful movements naturally performed in the absence of time. 

Here, the gaze plunges in the valley where urban uneasiness sprawls 

until complexity chokes distinction. Buildings, towers, hangars. All 

mingled along what was once a quiet, fertile plain. Caught between 

the trees and the valley, calm suddenly befalls into her mute body, 

agape by the distance in-between. What went wrong and what went 

right collide, and a cloud of stardust burst into suspension. She 

feels surprisingly good, up here on the Braes, her lungs open to the 

glacial air rolling over from the moors.  

Here, birds of prey fly over and twenty-centimetre-long 

worms crawl below dashing mountain bikes, squeaky breaks, out 

of synch derailleurs, protective gears, rutilant helmets. Sun, 

sometimes. Wind, often. Sparce showers of dead leaves, in the 

autumn. Muddy snow, in the winter. Ossified trunks like limbs 

eaten to the bones by the adverse weather. Shadows, emaciated and 

rhythmic, a collection of immaterial Giacomettis. Here, oxidised 

pine needles carpet underwood tunnels, the ground soft and 

springy. Gusts of wind playing high and sleek between the denuded 

trees. At the end of the tunnels, she might catch the unhurried 

amber of a late September glow evaporating into obscurity. 

Walking along the foot of the Braes, she spots the 

paradoxes of time. Below, grasslands where the odd cattle grazes, 

tamed and lush, an emerald bath for the luxurious ruminants. 

Above, a crumbling dyke still holds on to time, an anarchic spread 

of dishevelled pine trees, gangly and frail, age-old and persistent. 

Above, the old, dominant, crushing. Below, the new, timorous, 

apologetic. She sees the old topping the new, time turned upside 

down, hurly-burly in an hourglass. High above this counterflow of 

time, mighty power cables. A third dimension, buzzing, crackling 
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in ominous waves, like an oracle. At the Car Park in the Sky, time 

picks up its forward pace once more. Children scream, horns blow 

in the distance, truckloads shoogle as they pass by, metal gates rattle 

shut, pneumatics press on the tarmac in muffled roars. The 

squealing blare of an ice-cream van shatters the disharmony all 

around by joining in. A banal jarring of the world.  

There’s a wealth of other places she goes when she doesn’t 

wander around Seedhill, Calside or Gallowhill. Yet, always, there’s 

a tragedy at work. Under the impetus of confusion, she embarks 

on a walk, enters a talk. Still, the words won’t come. Destabilised, 

unsettled. She bites her tongue to trap the curses, clenches a fist to 

work her heart out, swallows mouthfuls of bitter bile, then spits a 

corolla of golden petals. Mumbles to herself, mostly. Something in 

her feels at a loss for sense. And keeps her moving.  

She takes a few steps back, considers her work. Leave a 

painter to play with balance and she’ll knock the whole shebang 

out of synch, then daub her tasteless self-absorption under some 

lumpy stodge, call it the way of the world. Words disguised as 

snapshots, arranged in a purposeful order that puts the painter at 

the centre of it all. A fabrication. Immediacy, lost. Instantaneity, 

lost. The small-town effect needs rescued.  

 

 

 

6. Finishing touch 

 

Picking up her brush one more time before the paint dries, she adds 

a hue of upset and consternation.  

On occasions, the wanderer’s gaze redirects the painter’s. 

Perhaps, it suggests that history looks at its best when sketched out 

from within two extremes. Say, archaism and nostalgia, instead of 

past and present. As long as there’s a lot of space in-between, who 

will object? The painter draws her tools, sets up her frame, observes 

the contrast in aspects. First, archaism. Here, beauty breathes out 
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from the conventions of past religious orders. They erected 

buildings, opened wynds, tied intricate networks of urban lines and 

shapes. Second, nostalgia. Here, beauty breathes out from the signs 

of loss. They took roots into the life of its glassy-eyed inhabitants. 

Such as a ‘home-sweet-home’ carved in MDF, ostensibly displayed 

on a window sill. A subtle hint that someone has made this place 

their home. No need for padding their claim with overinflated civic 

pride and grand declarations of unrecognised assets, as if the claim 

required chest-beating validation.  

The measured gaze of the wanderer diverts the painter’s, 

turns it away from the canvas. Perhaps, it wants the painter to see 

for real. See how this duality in urban aesthetic oozes out from 

deep contradictions. How we long to belong but demand that the 

place of belonging matches our desire, that the town’s image be cut 

out from the template of our own image. How this 

misunderstanding eventually hits home when, after stakeholder 

consultation, participative research and public communication 

exercises, the town’s image is delivered at our doorsteps by cultural 

policies manufactured in remote premises, where aesthetics is 

industriously chipped away until reduced to the size of a rubber 

stamp. The end of history crashing down on the place people call 

home. No wonder all this chest-beating. 

As she makes her way back towards the town centre, she 

meets with this duality of aspects, offers her respect. Archaism, the 

body of this town. Nostalgia, its spirit. A duality oozing out from 

all the orifices of the town’s contradictions. Take the Abbey, where 

archaism meets nostalgia, where the body of the building lives as 

one with the spirit of the place. A monument built from stones and 

blood, mutilated flesh and sand, infused by essence of sweat, 

crystals of the human salt that once dropped on the cold flagstones 

of its forecourt. That sweat, she can hear it crunching under her 

steps. Here, clouds of young folks flutter about on top of 

multicoloured skateboards. Versatile bodies, agile feet, they shift 

position with the grace of butterflies, their elegant display of 
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easiness only betrayed by a thin rivulet of human dampness 

pearling on their temples, the sign of an exhausting repeated effort. 

Somehow, they agree with the practicing devotees of another time. 

Through repeated effort, they’ve developed into high-flyers, 

overleapt the stumbling-blocks, even if that has deadened their 

acuteness. Silently, beads of sweat leave their temples before 

absorbing into the human salt that once dropped on the cold 

flagstones, melting with the crystalline crumbs of the past. She sees 

promising futures in present beauty. Chest-beating unrequired. 

The eye of the walker is a moving eye. Decentred, it runs 

across the townscape, its objects, its people. Runs along the 

streetscape, its curves and curbs, bricks and rubbish. Runs under 

the cloudscape, pockets of precipitation, cracks of sunbeam, 

thinning shades, darkening expanses. Disorganised, fragmented. 

Sequenced. As the eye moves on familiar daily walks, the 

townscape, the streetscape, the cloudscape never stop shifting. The 

eye never contemplates the same thing twice. In the course of her 

walks, caught in the movements of her eyes, a duality of gaze 

conjures the picture of this small-town life. At times the painter’s, 

at others the wanderer’s. The painter’s gaze wants to circumscribe 

the movement of the eye. Wants to fix the unfixable. While the 

wanderer’s gaze flits around in wonderment, inchoate and 

incomplete. It moves from one puzzlement to the next. Maybe it 

wonders how all these things ended up littering the streets. A half-

chewed dummy. Was it dropped by the baby, or by the father? On 

their way out, or as the mother loaded the car? Did it slip out from 

a pocket, or a pram? A squashed can of juice. Did someone do it, 

or did something? Intentionally, or randomly? Was it emptied 

beforehand? Was it squashed here and then, or did it land on the 

roadside after a windy night? An apple. Did it belong to someone’s 

packed-lunch, or fall from a shopping bag? Was it thrown, or 

dropped? Was it ripe when it landed on the pavement, or did it ripe 

on the spot? Do rats eat apples? Do squirrels? Do dogs? Do 

toddlers bend over, pick up apples from the gutters and put them 
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in their mouth? What do you do then? Leave them having one of 

their five-a-day, or shout ‘it’s dirty’ and put them off eating fruit for 

good? Dog mess. What size of dog did that? A urine-soaked 

entrance. What kind of man did that? A regurgitated take-away. 

What kind of food was that? And so the wanderer’s gaze keeps on 

wondering.  

There might be a duality of gaze conjuring this picture, at 

times the painter’s, at others the wanderer’s. But one thing unites 

them both: movement. That suits her as a wandering painter, feeds 

into the pallet of colours oozing out from all the orifices of this 

town, at least if she squeezes it hard enough. 

 

Time to add a human tinge. Where do people fit in this 

picture? The white people from Ralston who once adventured into 

town for the occasional extravagance, New World wine and herby 

fresh pasta in the ristorante of the day, now playing Russian 

roulette with home-delivered menus? The white people from 

Seedhill, spreading their influence from the luxury tannery to the 

notoriously lethargic T.A. centre, and everywhere in-between, 

singing the songs of proud lives and all the due respect that never 

gets painted on their ensign? The white people from Oakshaw, 

pious and timorous, the long lineage of their quiet existences 

engraved in austere stonewalls? The white people from Elderslie, 

the white people from the West End, the white people from 

Charleston, the white people from Ferguslie? She could be excused 

if, bedazzled by all this whiteness, she believed it when they say that 

the town has a bright future. But that’s not true. White people are 

not alone, lost in an oblivion of sameness. The town has a rich 

future. Everywhere, as in her own pocket looking-glass, she sees 

some delicate touches of shades, contrasts, hues, accents, and 

values. Suffused with a light shining from different horizons. 

On weekdays, dog walkers congregate. Probably talk about 

their dogs. With her, they comment on the weather. Well, 

commenting is a big word for a modest bark. Beautiful today. 
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Freezing today. What a day, today! Today provides the required 

point of anchorage in an otherwise volatile communing 

environment. She acquiesces, moves on. She always lets them talk 

first, never recognises a dog-walker, except for their dog, and they 

usually lag at a distance. On Saturdays, women brush their teeth at 

4.30pm, wrapped in dressing gowns, hair up in damp buns. They 

busy around under living-room windows, laptop in one hand, 

searching for a clear space to lay it down before, she presumes, 

rushing back to the bathroom, spit out a pressing foam. A lasting 

Saturday night urgency knocks on their door. They’ll soon open it, 

smile at the empty landing, show a clean pair of high heels to the 

doormat and make a dash for the kitchen. Gin and tonic. Make it 

double. On Sundays, children fester in front of screens as soon as 

their little flamingo eyelids fold back. They nurture the precious 

leftovers from a bygone religious education. The sooner children 

get down to it, the stronger their belief.  

Here, people contrast with the season. In early September, 

the interseason winds rake through the thick hair of the trees, 

branches still strong with swarms of healthy leaves. Trees, they 

persist. Perform autumnal rituals while the greenery bows 

resolutely. Below, hands get trapped in fleecy gloves, foreheads 

wrapped under woolly hats, necks tied in chenille scarfs. People, 

they abdicate. Human flesh recedes under layers of contrived 

comfort while people bow slavishly. They remember the football 

jerseys, the denim shorts, the clapping flip-flops, the sparkling 

sunglasses of the past season. Illusions of strength and weakness, 

simply no longer. Above, patches of yellow spread on the dark 

green oak trees. Their leaves chewed by the unstoppable avidity of 

time, holes forming in the calibrated texture of their fibres, veins 

violently sectioned by a runaway life. Along the fraying cork of their 

scabby trunks, dried up sap crystalises. Life once hid in their thick 

foliage, now slowly plucked by the wind. Though from the strength 

of the roots, life already renews.  
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Here, people also unite with the season. As autumn settles, 

they stifle those burps of the soul they pudically call aspiration. 

Around, the timid songs of lost birds from the warmer days, 

bronzed leaves quietly surrendering to the cycle of reminiscence 

then forgetfulness, and the last dregs of a watery sunshine. Inside, 

people long to forget, other places where they once lived, skins they 

caressed, words they didn’t mean, those they should have said, 

doubts fading in the season’s light. They smile. Maybe they smile 

to the absurdity of hope. She feels for every smile radiating from 

these unknown faces. She walks, finds solid ground in her sandy 

self. Simply wears her body around this town, and meets its people.  

 

She’s missed the deadline, was somewhat held back. She 

couldn’t help adding a last touch of existential drivel, for good 

measure, just to patch up the fluff, even though it’s pointless now. 

She flips the canvas, picks up a thick pencil, balances the edge of 

her hand on the wooden frame, brings the lead closer to the textile. 

‘Town Walk / One Talk’. She won’t pretend that she’s done a good 

job. That her painting is worth something. That she could try her 

hand elsewhere. She won’t throw pies in the sky, take her walks 

into the moors or the forests, effing Coleridge and Thoreau in 

hand. Or to the beach, at sunrise. She won’t shovel the guff, 

observe the grain of sand magnified by morning shadows, thinning 

away to create the miracle of nature, the full circle completing its 

prodigy. She won’t stir the bullshit, tell how she will lose sight, one 

day, and the taste of good things. How the sand will continue to 

exist in name, though the name will escape her. But the feeling, a 

hope of eternal memory. She won’t pretend she cherishes solitude, 

fragile as a dried urchin case landed on the beach of our master-

connected worlds, nestled in the palm of our hands, ready to crack 

under the slightest pressure. Light as the cost of freedom. Won’t 

declare that if she were to open her hand, what she holds dear 

would be swept away by the wind. In its place, emptiness. No, she 

won’t pretend any of that. Even though it would sound true. 


